Abstract
Many peer mentorship programs in academia train senior students to guide groups of incoming students through the rigors of postsecondary education. The mentorship program’s structure can influence how mentors develop from this experience. Here, we compare how two different peer mentorship programs have shaped mentors’ experiences and development. The curricular peer mentorship program was offered to mentors and mentees as credited academic courses. The non-curricular program was offered as a voluntary student union service to students and peer mentors. Both groups of peer mentors shared similar benefits, with curricular peer mentors (CMs) greatly valuing student interaction, and non-curricular peer mentors (NCMs) greatly valuing leadership development. Lack of autonomy and lack of mentee commitment were cited as the biggest concerns for CMs and NCMs, respectively. Both groups valued goal setting in shaping their mentorship development, but CMs raised concerns about its overemphasis. Implications for optimal structuring of academic mentorship programs are discussed. 
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Introduction
Navigating life transitions can be difficult and there is no exception to the transition that students face when they enter postsecondary programs. Academic persistence and success in postsecondary education has been well documented in the literature and often determined by factors such as academic skill, knowledge, motivation, involvement, connectedness, and more. (Astin, 1975; McKenzie & Schweitzer, 2001; Tinto, 1975, 1997; Venetia & Jaeger, 2013). Peer mentorship programs offer a way to support this transition by pairing incoming students with senior students who guide the new student...
through the same obstacles the senior students faced in their own first year (Crisp & Cruz, 2009; Jacobi, 1991; Pugliese et al., 2015; Rodger & Tremblay, 2003; Salini- 

The level of structure in a mentorship program can influence the form of training mentors receive. The effectiveness of this training plays a critical role in shaping the mentor's efficiency and overall performance (Bryant & Terborg, 2008; Leidenfrost et al., 2014; Scandura & Williams, 2002). If training programs do not adequately prepare mentors for their duties, mentors can be left feeling confused about their responsibilities in the program—they may lack an understanding of their role in mentorship and may struggle to properly handle challenging situations (Eby & Lockwood, 2005; Gibb, 1999; Quesnel et al., 2012). A precise understanding of what good mentorship should look and feel like would help mentors set realistic expectations for themselves, leading to a more rewarding feeling for successful mentorship (Eby et al., 2006). On the other hand, having too much structure and heavily mandating mentorship program duties can have drawbacks on the quality of a mentor's performance. Mandated mentorship programs are at risk of stressing the mentors with added responsibility in their lives, leading to feelings of indifference about mentorship (Boyatzis et al., 2006).

Less research has been conducted that compares or reviews the aspect of program structure of peer mentorship programs involving junior and senior students at an undergraduate institution. While the importance of peer mentorship programs to the satisfaction of mentors' perception of mentorship has been studied (Heirdsfield et al., 2008), it is less clear which structures and components of such programs influence mentors' perceptions and development. Examples of components to consider include whether a mentorship program is voluntary, required, or based on incentive such as financial or academic credit. Peer mentors can vary greatly on their motivations to mentor. Some incentives include increased opportunity to network and interact with like-minded mentees, as well as a positive sense of accomplishment for having helped another person (Allen, 2003; Beltman & Schaeben, 2012; Du Preez et al., 2013).

The Impact of Goal Setting on Peer Mentorship

Goal setting is another component common to peer mentorship programs (Parise & Forret, 2008; Sorrentino, 2006). As part of their formal training, mentors are often encouraged to set goals on what they strive to gain from their mentorship experience. Active goal setting aims to help the mentor achieve some sort of useful change in their life, on either an academic, professional, or personal level. By giving them something to work toward, goal setting also ensures that mentors keep their attention on goal-relevant activities, and away from goal-irrelevant activities, allowing for more focused and productive mentorship experiences (Locke & Latham, 2002). How-
ever, implementation of goal setting in a peer mentorship program should ensure that it impacts mentors positively (Locke & Latham, 2002). For instance, the goals being set should be realistically challenging—enough to ensure an effortful and committed contribution from the mentor, without being so ambitious as to risk failure and disappointment (Zachary & Fischler, 2011).

Conceptual Framework

Indeed, several conceptual frameworks exist to help us explore goal setting and its impact on mentorship. In the field of education, however, the concept of constructive alignment has had significant impact on the ways that postsecondary educators design lectures, courses, and programs (Biggs & Tang, 2003). This is largely due to the elegant simplicity of the model and the relative ease of implementation. Biggs states that constructive alignment for effective learning begins with an outcomes-based approach, and that “teaching and assessment methods are then designed to best achieve those outcomes” (Biggs, 2014, p. 5). Goal setting for mentors can be set up in a similar approach. That is, they may begin with a well-defined and measurable mentoring goal or outcome, and then identify a plan for working toward that goal, analogous to the teaching and learning activities described by Biggs. Finally, mentors can collect evidence to determine their progress, or the degree to which they have achieved their goals, analogous to “assessment” in Biggs’s framework (Biggs, 2014, p. 5).

Several researchers have found that active goal setting is indeed influential in helping students improve upon desired skills and academic performance (e.g., Komarraju & Nadler, 2013; Martin & Elliot, 2016; Parise & Forret, 2008; Sorrentino, 2006; Zimmerman et al., 1992). However, there is little research on the effectiveness of active goal setting for mentors in peer mentorship programs, particularly with helping mentors improve themselves to maximize their mentorship experience. In one formal training program, mentors strongly desired implementing goal setting as part of their training (Parise & Forret, 2008); however, it is unclear whether mandating goal setting in mentorship programs would benefit mentors in training. One must also consider voluntary participation versus credit or incentive-based programs, and how motivations between these two groups could lead to different experiences in mentorship entirely.

The Current Study

The purpose of this study was to compare mentors’ experiences in peer mentorship from two differently structured mentorship programs. Specifically, we aimed to establish whether mentors’ expectations and impressions of peer mentorship would differ based on the structure of their training program and the type and extent of training they underwent. We explored whether mentors’ expectations and impressions of their peer mentorship program were met, whether they gained any benefits or faced any challenges during their mentorship experience, as well as how goal setting influenced how they developed as mentors. Additionally, we were interested in whether taking a mandated and evaluated approach to goal setting would either help or hinder mentors’ experiences on mentorship. This research will also contribute to the literature on peer mentorship programs in postsecondary institutions.

Institutional and Mentoring Context

In this study, we compared the peer mentors’ experiences between two different mentorship programs offered at McMaster University, a medium-sized (approximately 28,000 full-time undergraduate students, 87% of which are domestic), research-intensive institution in Hamilton, ON, Canada. McMaster has been implementing localized peer mentorship programs within its faculties for at least 20 years. A centralized pan-university mentorship program was launched in 2014. One peer mentorship program that we studied was offered within the Faculty of Science as a credit-based elective that upper-year Science students could take as part of their curriculum, while the second peer mentorship program was offered as a pan-university service through the undergraduate student union. The mentors from these two groups will be referred to as curricular peer mentors (CMs) and non-curricular peer mentors (NCMs), respectively.

The Curricular Peer Mentorship Group: The Peer Mentoring in Science Program

The Peer Mentoring in Science course was designed as an upper-year companion course to a first-year foundational science course. In the first-year course, new university students were exposed to a variety of scientific departments and disciplines and were introduced to several skills that would enhance their ability to succeed as
students in the Faculty of Science, McMaster’s largest Faculty that serves over 7,000 graduate and undergraduate students.

In the 2015 cohort, the first-year science course was comprised of approximately 300 enrolled students, divided into tutorial sections of approximately 25 students. Eleven groups of three peer mentors (CMs) were enrolled in the Peer Mentoring in Science course and facilitated each of these tutorial sections. Peer mentors were between 20 and 22 years old and attending either their third or fourth year of university. This mentorship program ran in the fall semester only, when the new cohort of first-year students began their studies. It is an example of a structured mentorship program that trained its mentors through a goal-setting approach while they mentored the first-year science students. CMs met with their instructors once per week in a 3-hour evening class. During class time, the instructors supervised the mentorship program, while instructing the CMs in approaches to mentoring and facilitation, teaching how to define and achieve personal learning goals in relation to mentoring and leadership, and encouraging development as reflective science mentor practitioners. Assessments in this course included bi-weekly reflective assignments, the development of a mentoring philosophy statement, and a portfolio on mentoring development. This portfolio served as evidence for both their development as mentors and their achievement of their personal mentoring goals.

In addition to the in-class learning and training, each mentoring group met with their assigned first-year tutorial section two or three times per week for 50-minutes sessions. Approximately half of these tutorials were dedicated to facilitating learning activities around various scientific disciplines, which served to teach the first-year students the skills necessary to succeed in their faculty (termed mini-research investigations or MRIs). The remaining tutorials allowed the CMs to engage with the first-year students as they best saw fit. For example, early in the semester, CMs would design sessions on effective transitions to university and establishing good study skills and habits. Later in the semester, CMs spent time on topics such as managing stress in university and how to select programs for students’ second year.

The Non-Curricular Peer Mentorship Group: The Spark Transition and Mentorship Program

The Spark Transition and Mentorship Program was conceptualized in 2014 by the Student Union’s Vice-President of Education. Designed to be a formal, group-based peer mentorship program, it launched during the 2014-2015 academic term.

The program was developed with the intention to help first-year students develop a sense of comfort and social support within the McMaster community, to foster an appreciation for the value inherent to goal setting and inspire agency in personal development, to hone and practice reflective skills, and to improve awareness of extracurricular opportunities and campus services.

Forty upper year students were selected as Spark Team Leaders, or as we refer to in this paper as non-curricular peer mentors (NCMs), to actively support approximately 580 first-year students. Pairs of mentors were each connected with two groups of 12–16 first-year students: one for the fall semester, and one for the winter semester. Each peer mentoring group met weekly to complete a set of activities organized around particular learning objectives designed to improve student success within university. The ten designed sessions focused on tangible academic skill development (e.g., midterms and study habits, time management and organization, and teamwork), social integration (e.g., self-discovery, getting involved, diversity, and discovering the local community), and personal habits and development (e.g., wellness, compromises and comfort, and life after Spark). Students remained in the program for the duration of one academic term. NCMs committed to maintain informal mentorship relationships outside of the formal sessions and beyond the completion of the program.

Although NCMs guided their mentees in setting goals to assist in personal and academic development, the Spark program did not formally encourage the NCMs to set any mentorship goals for themselves. Furthermore, while NCMs were provided both written instruction and training on a set of activities relevant to each session, they had the autonomy to determine the specific activities to implement for their group. As such, the Spark program is an example of a less-structured peer mentorship program that did not formally train its mentors through a goal-setting approach.
Methods

Research Design and Survey Instrument
A survey research design was selected to gather information on the experiences of the peer mentors in the two mentorship programs (Jann & Hinz, 2016; Neuman, 2000). The survey consisted of 19 questions, including both Likert-style and short answer questions regarding mentors' perceptions of their mentorship experiences, which included thoughts on their peer mentorship program, their mentor-led sessions, interactions with mentees, the impact of goal setting on their experiences, the skills that they gained through the process, and the skills that they fostered in their mentees. Likert-scale questions were presented with 5-point or 7-point response scales, each prompting a written, qualitative narrative to describe their Likert scale response choice. Several open ended, narrative-style questions were asked, as well. Some examples of the survey questions appear below (where "program" refers to the mentorship program the peer mentor belonged to):

"On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being the worst and 7 the best, how USEFUL do you think [program] has been to mentors?"

Options available: “1 = Extremely Unhelpful; 2 = Very Unhelpful; 3 = Fairly Unhelpful; 4 = Neither Useful nor Unhelpful; 5 = Fairly Useful; 6 = Very Useful; 7 = Extremely Useful”

The purpose of this question was to gain general insight on the positive aspects of their mentorship experience.

"Which component of [program] do you think has been the most enjoyable to mentors, and why?"

The purpose of this question was to probe mentors' responses on the negative aspects of their mentorship experience and gain insight into specific challenges tied to their program. This question works in addition to the similarly phrased Likert questions as it targets specific insight into any negative experiences from mentors despite potentially positive experiences rated overall.

Participants and Data Collection
At the end of their mentoring programs, all CMs and NCMs were invited by email to participate in an online survey. Survey data were collected using an open-source, locally hosted, online survey tool (LimeSurvey) in December 2015 after receiving ethics clearance from the McMaster Research Ethics Board. CMs were asked to complete the survey online at the end of their final mentorship class. NCMs were sent an e-mail in February 2016 inviting them to complete the survey within a two-week time window. A single reminder e-mail was sent to the students one week after the initial e-mail. A total of 23 out of 33 CMs and 9 out of 40 NCMs participated in the survey.

Data Analysis
Likert data was expressed as a percentage response per mentorship group (i.e., total number of either CM or NCM participants) for each response choice available on the 5- and 7-point scales. Qualitative survey data were extracted and imported into ATLAS-Ti for coding. Open coding was performed using inductive analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Data were analyzed, and themes and codes were developed and assigned to individual responses (Freeman, 1998). To avoid issues relating to inter-rater reliability, coding was completed by a single coder, who met with the research group on a weekly basis to review the validity of any themes that were identified. Codes were initially created under broad a priori categories (Freeman, 1998); such as benefits and challenges, and then developed into subcategories such as relating to leadership development or affecting team dynamics. Responses were further organized as originating either from CMs or NCMs.
Credibility of the Study
Qualitative validity in this study was established through confirmability, or “the degree to which the results could be confirmed or corroborated by others” (Trochim & Donnelly, 2007, p. 149). Specifically, survey data were reviewed by the authors multiple times to ensure that each code fit into its best representative category, avoiding redundant or repeated codes that fit under a similar theme. Quotes from the responses were then grouped together by their representative code, tallied, and sorted under the broad categories of benefits, challenges, and goal setting.

Results and Discussion
Based on our initial thematic analysis, we identified three broad themes in mentors’ responses. Here, we first explore mentors’ expectations of their mentorship experience. Second, we assess and contrast the benefits and challenges faced by peer mentors from each mentorship group. Finally, we compare mentors’ approaches to goal setting between the two groups.

Mentors’ Expectations
To determine the extent to which mentors’ expectations were met within their respective peer mentorship groups, we asked mentors of their overall impression of their mentorship program, compared to what they expected when they first began.

Curricular Peer Mentors’ Expectations
Most CMs (17/21; 81%) stated that their mentorship program met or exceeded their expectations. The opportunity for direct student interaction and the mentees’ receptiveness to their peer mentors’ advice were cited as invaluable experiences by several peer mentors in the course. Regular self-reflection of mentoring abilities and the opportunity to develop one’s leadership and communication skills were also greatly valued in this peer mentorship course. “I didn’t expect the mentees to be so receptive to our mentoring. They actively sought our advice and that was more than I expected. Also, I got a lot more responsibility with the mentees which I really enjoyed.” (CM #10)

Some CMs (4/21; 19%) stated that the peer mentorship program did not meet their expectations. These mentors did not believe that the class had a positive influence on their mentorship experience, stating that few concepts learned from class were transferrable to mentoring in tutorial-led sessions. One mentor believed that there was not enough creative freedom when running MRI sessions. These mentors also felt that their written assignments were unclear and did not reflect their practical development in peer mentorship. Concerns regarding assessment of progress were also echoed from a subset of peer mentors that believed that the course met or exceeded their expectations:

I think this course had a lot of potential and students were really looking forward to it but the lack of understanding of the assignments and the confusion about what is expected of them made it somewhat disappointing. There should be a more clear picture of what is being gained from the course. (CM #12)

Non-Curricular Peer Mentors’ Expectations
When asked how much peer mentors believed they gained from their mentorship experience compared to what they expected, all nine NCMs stated that the Spark peer mentorship program either met or exceeded their expectations. There were no explicit concerns stated from any of the respondents, but some elaborated that their expectations for their program were initially high, and that these expectations were met by the end of the program. Some NCMs stated that the program was a great opportunity to participate in a leadership initiative, and that Spark had pushed them to become more engaged to and develop quick friendships within the McMaster community. “I imagined Spark to help me grow as a person in certain ways, and give me an opportunity to act as a mentor and give back, and I feel like my expectations have been met.” (NCM #14)

Discussion: Examining Experiences Between Mentorship Groups
These initial results indicate that both peer mentorship programs have satisfied the expectations of most of their peer mentorship students. It is also apparent that CMs were more open to voicing their concerns for progress evaluation than were NCMs. This is a reasonable expectation when considering that CMs’ evaluations would affect their university grade point average, whereas NCMs’ progress evaluation would not. We also begin to see that
CMs’ responses appear to focus on the development of their mentorship traits and abilities, whereas NCMs’ responses focus more on the development of leadership traits and personal connections.

Peer Mentors’ Perceptions of Benefits and Challenges in Peer Mentorship

To gain a more thorough understanding of peer mentors’ perceptions of their mentorship experience, we also asked peer mentors how they felt they benefited from this experience (see Table 1), as well as what they found most challenging (see Table 2).

Benefits Reported by Curricular Peer Mentors

When asked what peer mentors most appreciated about their mentorship experience, most CMs cited enjoyment in student interaction and building relationships with their mentees. Having a sense of responsibility and leadership for their mentees and receiving positive feedback from them made CMs feel appreciated during tutorial sessions:

I appreciate their appreciation for my tips, tricks, and advice! I also appreciate their enthusiasm and fresh approach to studying. It’s easy to get bogged down with work as a third/fourth year student, seeing some fresh faces and new energy is refreshing! (CM #19)

The chance to connect with these students and have a meaningful and positive impact on their education left CMs feeling rewarded for their efforts. CMs’ strong appreciation for student interaction may relate to why CMs also appreciated the opportunity to plan and lead their own tutorial sessions. Running their own tutorials helped CMs develop confidence in their public speaking skills and gave them insight on teaching in a classroom setting. Furthermore, sharing past experiences during discussions allowed CMs to connect with their mentees at a more personal level. These engaging conversations were frequently cited as being the highlight of most CMs mentorship experience.

Having the opportunity to actually run our own tutorials was fantastic. It actually allowed us to use what we were learning in class and apply them to our students. We found that the students enjoyed the peer-run tutorials the most because they were catered towards our class’s strengths and interests. They also allowed us to get valuable feedback on how students liked and disliked the course. I really loved being able to engage in conversations with the students. We often veered off course during the MRIs with the purpose of facilitating discussion that the students were actually interested in - most of it having to do with real life applications of MRI concepts. (CM #17)

Benefits Reported by Non-Curricular Peer Mentors

NCMs enjoyed some of the same benefits from their mentorship experience as CMs, such as building relations with other students. Interacting with junior students created a sense of community between junior students and their NCMs, who enjoyed observing their mentees’ growth.

Getting to know and see our students mature and evolve over the course of the semester is probably the most enjoyable and exciting. I don’t believe spark exists to make future [Team Leaders] out of every student that comes in but rather challenges them a little out of their comfort zone. When very reserved students speak out in group discussion, mentions joining a club on campus, little victories like that make Spark very enjoyable. (NCM #18)

The most cited benefit among NCMs was the development of leadership skills. Most NCMs surveyed believed that the Spark program helped them develop confidence in their leadership skills.

The sessions where we have a lot more freedom are the most enjoyable for both the [Team Leaders] and the students. Some structure is obviously needed to make the students feel like they’re gaining tangible skills; however, having freedom to take things in our own direction allows us to personalize the session to our students and to suit our own strengths. It also helps us have more fun and be creative! (NCM #19)

Discussion: Examining Benefits Between Peer Mentorship Groups

Overall, it seems that both groups valued similar aspects of peer mentorship, with CMs most favourably valuing...
student interaction, and NCMs most favourably valuing development of leadership skills. Both these benefits are in line with previous research on risks and benefits for mentors in peer mentorship (Colvin & Ashman, 2010). This indicates that peer mentors may experience similar benefits in mentorship, regardless of program structure. The prioritization of leadership development over other benefits for NCMs is expected, as NCMs had many opportunities for structuring and leading their own mentor-led sessions. NCMs also cited “creative freedom” as one of the benefits gained from their peer mentorship program (see Table 1). While CMs had fewer opportunities than NCMs to design and lead their own mentor-led sessions, they did state that the most meaningful interactions with their mentees occurred during their mentor-led sessions, where mentors had at least some opportunity to plan and lead a few of their own tutorial sessions. Through engaging conversations, CMs shared past experiences from their postsecondary education with their mentees, allowing for a more personal connection to be formed between mentor and mentee. The differences in how CMs and NCMs valued their respective benefits could be attributed to the fact that the CMs had fewer opportunities to design and lead their own relative to NCMs. NCMs may have come to value a consistently developing leadership skillset because they were given more opportunity to do so, whereas CMs may have come to value the importance of student interaction more so than leadership development because they had fewer leadership opportunities to experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Curricular peer mentors</th>
<th>Non-curricular peer mentors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership development</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building relations with mentees</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a meaningful impact</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public speaking skills</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative freedom</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling appreciated</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being able to teach and guide others</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collected from open-ended survey questions. Percentages are relative to each respective mentorship group’s total number of responses to the question on benefits perceived in mentorship.

### Challenges Faced by Curricular Peer Mentors

Amongst CMs, the most prevalent challenge in working with mentees in a classroom setting was a lack of engagement (see Table 2). According to CMs’ reports, mentees generally seemed uninterested and unwilling to participate in tutorial discussion. The lack of engagement stemmed from the fact that the MRIs were highly structured, time consuming and took away from any meaningful engagement between mentors and mentees. The prevalence of this challenge is reasonable, as we have discussed how CMs greatly valued forming relationships with their mentees during their mentorship experience.

I found it challenging to make those one on one connections during the structured MRI tutorials. I found it challenging to engage students during the MRI tutorial and found that there were mainly only 3 or 4 people answering questions. (CM #11)...I've learned that mentors need to take a greater initiative to connect with students outside of the classroom, since the class content takes up much of the tutorials. (CM #5)

CMs also struggled with their time commitment to the course. CMs wanted to be well prepared to answer questions from their mentees. Balancing peer mentorship in the classroom setting with other academic responsibilities made it difficult to prepare for tutorial sessions. It required scheduling with other peer mentors, which also brought about challenges in team dynamics if their peers were unavailable or uncooperative.
We had to really be efficient with our time and work together as a team to plan out a successful tutorial because our students could tell when we were [unprepared]. Being a mentor and running a tutorial takes careful time and planning. If you want to have an impact on students through a course you have to put extra time into it. (CM #17)

Finally, some CMs mentioned lack of autonomy and leadership as another issue during tutorial. CMs stated that MRIs hindered the opportunity to form meaningful connections between themselves and their mentees. Some CMs stated they would prefer to lead more sessions structured entirely on their own.

…I felt like during a lot of the weeks it was just me following through motions instead of being a leader, my favourite times were when I could create my own tutorials! I also found that the time commitment was a lot. (CM #9)

**Challenges Faced by Non-Curricular Mentors**

NCMs felt greatly constrained for time when working with mentees. High expectations were placed on NCMs, with some stating that they wished they could have reached out more to their students but could not due to other extracurricular responsibilities. Furthermore, NCMs sometimes felt demotivated when mentees did not commit time to weekly sessions, resulting in low student turnout. All this sometimes made it difficult to connect with students.

The expectations placed upon us were extremely high (when you are balancing more than one extracurricular activity alongside Spark), and it really taught me how to budget my time and still put time aside to be there for my students. (NCM #19)

As with CMs, NCMs reported some difficulties in team dynamics with their partnered Team Leader. This pushed them to be more patient and adapt their mentoring styles for the sake of their mentees.

I found first semester my [partner] and I functioned on different wavelengths. I found it very hard to speak with them...I thought it was interesting just living through one of my first experiences of the kind. Patience is key and so is remembering that it isn't about you is important. Our goal was to have great sessions and we did! Though our relation could have been better. (NCM #18)

**Discussion: Examining Challenges Between Peer Mentorship Groups**

As we saw when comparing the benefits between mentorship groups, a disparity in leadership opportunities became apparent when comparing the challenges faced between these groups, as only CMs cited lack of autonomy and leadership as a challenge in mentorship. However, both groups struggled in engaging with mentees, with CMs citing lack of student interest in tutorial, and NCMs citing lack of student commitment to sessions, resulting in low turnouts. For CMs, underwhelming student engagement appeared to stem primarily from overly-structured MRI sessions. For NCMs, a lack of student commitment may be an inherent drawback to working in a voluntary program, where a lack of commitment does not lead to any direct consequences. In contrast, a lack of mentee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Curricular peer mentors</th>
<th>Non-curricular peer mentors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of engagement from mentees</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team dynamics</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of autonomy</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing for tutorial sessions</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collected from open-ended survey questions. Percentages are relative to each respective mentorship group’s total number of responses to the question on challenges perceived in mentorship.
participation from a course-structured mentorship program could consequently affect the mentees’ grades.

These challenges show that while both groups were displeased with the lack of opportunity to engage with mentees, the lack of engagement was for different reasons, likely tied to how each peer mentor perceived their role in mentorship. From their responses, NCMs demonstrate a strong perceived sense of responsibility in mentorship, which then leads to a greater sense of grief when their mentees do not commit. This strong sense of responsibility in leadership is supported by the fact that some NCMs cited team dynamics as one of their challenges to peer mentorship, indicating that NCMs struggle to adjust their personal leadership style when it contrasts with that of their partner. CMs, in contrast, did not have as many opportunities as NCMs to lead their own tutorials. They attributed the lack of engagement with mentees due to over-expectations of both themselves and their mentees, while CMs cited the same struggle, but from MRI sessions minimizing the chance to personalize their tutorials and have meaningful interactions with their mentees.

Mentors’ Perceptions of Goal Setting in Peer Mentorship

In this study, we were also interested in how implementing active goal setting in a peer mentorship program would influence mentors’ perception of mentorship. CMs were required to set goals and keep track of their progress toward these goals as part of their mentorship program, whereas NCMs were given no specific instructions to do so. Both groups of peer mentors set a variety of personal goals, which fall under several themes and categories (see Table 3). Peer mentors were asked to rate the impact of goal setting on their mentorship experience on a 5-point Likert scale, measuring helpfulness of goals, and then to elaborate on their answer choices. We found slight differences in how CMs and NCMs perceived overall helpfulness of goal setting to their mentorship experience.

Goal Setting for Curricular Peer Mentors

Sixteen out of twenty-three (69.6%) CMs rated the goal setting as a helpful activity in their mentorship development. 6/23 (26.1%) felt goal setting helped significantly and 10/23 (43.5%) felt it was somewhat helpful. When elaborating on their rating, these CMs stated that creating goals gave them the chance to fine-tune the direction of their mentorship and keep track of their progress. They believed that goal setting helped them self-reflect and plan ways to improve their mentoring strategy. It also motivated them to accomplish their duties during tutorial sessions, pushing their overall efforts in peer mentorship. “[Goal setting] provided some direction for my learning and development. Setting a goal is critical to achievement; if you don’t have a milestone/outcome it’s difficult to track progression over time.” (CM #19)

Not all comments were entirely positive. Even though these CMs rated the goal-setting activities as somewhat helpful, a few (4/10; 40%) elaborated on their rating by saying that the goal setting activity felt restrictive:

Setting goals in this course taught me to set goals in almost everything that I did, and I learned the “goal-setting” skill, which has been very helpful to me in other aspects of my life. However, with respect to this course, I did not find the goal setting completely helpful because I was always trying to achieve my goals, although my goals kept changing throughout the semester. We were asked to set goals at the beginning of the term, but during the actual experience of this course, my goals formed and developed, and changed... (CM #15)

Some CMs stated that goal setting neither helped nor hindered (4/23;17.4%), or even somewhat hindered (3/23; 13.0%) their mentorship experience. When elaborating on their rating, these CMs indicated that compulsory goal setting restricted their freedom. They stated that they felt overly pressured to focus on the goals they set at the beginning of the semester or that goal setting had little impact on their mentorship experience:

Although I really enjoyed the experience, I felt that focusing on achieving our goals hindered our ability to be free when deciding how the mentor-led tutorials. I felt that a lot of the time I focused on how I would collect evidence, even though it is more important to focus on the growth and development of our mentees. (CM #18)
Goal Setting for Non-Curricular Peer Mentors

While NCMs were not required to set goals as part of the Spark program, when asked about goal setting, some NCMs did state and elaborate on goals they set throughout their mentorship experience (see Table 3).

Five of the nine NCMs surveyed elaborated on their impressions of goal setting in peer mentorship, with three stating that it somewhat helped their experience, and two stating that it helped significantly (on a 5-point Likert scale, from hindered significantly to helped significantly). NCMs commented on how goal setting encouraged them to reflect over their work to target what they would like to improve upon in the future: “I think having goals sets an outlook and creates a plan of action that can get me excited and passionate about working hard” (NCM #11). The remaining four NCMs had no comments and/or did not formally plan goals.

Discussion: Examining Goal Setting Between Peer Mentorship Groups

While few CMs considered goal setting to be a hindrance, most believed that it at least somewhat helped shape their mentorship experience, with about a quarter of them praising it as a critical component in planning and tracking their progress, as well as motivating their overall efforts in peer mentorship. However, even amongst peer mentors that praised goal setting, some expressed frustration with its implementation. These frustrations reflect some of the challenges CMs cited in earlier survey questions. In the same way that MRIs limited CMs’ opportunities to engage with their mentees, some CMs felt that goal setting restricted their ability to be flexible and spontaneous in peer mentorship. CMs thus appeared to desire more freedom in their mentorship experience.

Although NCMs were given no specific instructions or encouragement for setting goals, some NCMs did set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Summary of Goals Set by Mentors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals for self-development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning theory of mentorship practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing leadership skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieving a high grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing time management skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing self-confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal growth/self-discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving discussion facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving interpersonal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals for helping others</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General helpfulness to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forming relations with mentees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being a role model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easing student transition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data collected from open-ended survey questions. Percentages are relative to each respective mentorship group’s total number of responses to questions on the use of goal setting.
their own goals and commented that these goals were at least somewhat helpful in guiding their mentorship experience. The fact that these NCMs set goals on their own accord, without being mandated to do so by their program, indicates that goal setting can be a self-motivated skill for some mentors. Indeed, the most effective leaders in a workplace tend to be ambitious and display a drive for personal achievement (Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1991).

As previously mentioned, Biggs’s conceptual framework of constructive alignment (2014) can be adapted and effectively applied to goal setting in these contexts. We learned, however, that allowing mentors flexibility to refine their goals throughout their mentorship role is an important aspect to encourage the mentors to gain the most from their goal-setting experience.

General Discussion and Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study comparing benefits and challenges in peer mentorship for mentors in the context of program structure and active goal setting at a postsecondary institution. Overall impressions of peer mentorship programs were positive for each respective group, with similar benefits of student interaction and development of leadership skills cited as the reasons that mentors’ expectations of their respective programs were met. The only concerns came from CMs, where those whose expectations were not met stated that the course content was not influential in their mentorship experience. Concerns raised by CMs involved suggestions to update or refine the course content and assessment methods, as well as increase the number of leadership opportunities available to them.

Limitations

It should be noted that our data collection tool, the online survey, could not be reliably validated as we had created it ourselves to address our specific research questions. The nature of our data collection method, via email invitation, also introduces a self-selection bias, as peer mentors who were most vocal or enthusiastic about their experiences are the ones most likely to be responding to the survey. Finally, because all responses were collected anonymously without any ability to further communicate with the respondents, we were unable to follow-up with them for further elaboration of their responses.

Additionally, due to the limited response rate of NCMs (9/40; 22.5% of respondents) relative to CMs (23/33; 69.7% of respondents), most comparisons in this study were limited to within-group comparisons. The low response rate from NCMs limited our ability to obtain elaborative responses representative of non-curricular peer mentorship programs, and future researchers may wish to further explore impressions of NCMs on peer mentorship in academia in greater detail.

It should also be noted that not all peer mentors came with similar background experiences in mentorship. Due to capped enrollment, all applicants for the curricular peer mentorship program went through a selection criterion before being enrolled as mentors, which asked about previous experiences in leadership and extra-curricular involvement. Peer mentors from the non-curricular Spark program went through a similar rigorous interview process before being admitted. It is likely that some peer mentors have had more experiences in leadership roles than their peers, which could influence their perceptions, challenges, and motivations to set goals in mentorship. For instance, peer mentors with more experience may be more motivated to mentor others entirely due to altruistic tendencies, rather than for personal gain (Aryee et al., 1996; Beltman & Schaeben, 2012). For a clearer consensus on peer mentors’ perceptions on program structure and goal setting, future studies should account for prior teaching, leadership, and mentorship experiences when assessing mentors’ perceptions and approaches to peer mentorship.

Implications and Future Directions

Through this study, we have added to the literature on peer mentors’ perceptions of mentorship and developed a deeper understanding of program structure and its influence on peer mentorship experiences. It has provided guidance on how to improve both course-based, structured peer mentorship programs and voluntary, student-led peer mentorship programs. It is important to consider the extent to which peer mentorship programs should guide mentors with structured learning, as well as the extent to which mentors should be left to explore their own mentoring style. It appears that many peer mentors in this study desired autonomy in conducting mentorship. However, this freedom may come with the consequence of increased burden of responsibility and
time management. Future versions of this study should explore how much autonomy is given to mentors in peer mentorship programs and determine how it affects the evolution of the goals they set over the course of their mentorship experience.

Based on the results of this research, and other data collected through our survey, we suggest the following modifications to peer mentorship programs. For the curricular peer mentorship program, we suggest including more opportunities to develop mentor-led sessions and greater flexibility in adjusting and refining goals throughout the semester. For the non-curricular peer mentorship program, we suggest implementing earlier and more frequent team-building activities to better connect Team Leaders with each other. For both groups, it would be beneficial to develop methods and activities to better engage mentees that would encourage their ongoing involvement in their programs. To tackle this common struggle of dealing with uninterested or uncommitted mentees, course-structured programs may benefit from incorporating more meaningful individual interactions between mentors and mentees, and non-curricular or voluntary peer mentorship programs may benefit from familiarizing mentors and mentees to the level of commitment expected from each of them to ensure a fulfilling mentorship experience.

Finally, our findings on goal setting in peer mentorship show that mentors who value active goal setting may set goals themselves, regardless of whether a mentorship program encourages them to or not. For institutions seeking to incorporate active goal setting in their peer mentorship program, encouraging and educating mentors on the benefits of active goal setting may be more favourable than mandating its use. Additionally, allowing goals to evolve and change over the course of a mentorship experience may help reduce frustration among peer mentors that are unsure of exactly what they strive to achieve, or for those that change their mind about it after they have begun mentoring.

Future researchers should consider incorporating the mentees’ perspectives on their peer mentors’ performance and compare the effectiveness of mentorship between different types of peer mentorship programs. This could validate, or possibly invalidate, the mentors’ perceptions on whether their peer mentorship program was successful for their mentees. A lack of coherence between mentors’ and mentees’ responses about the success of their peer mentorship program could indicate exactly which components of a structured peer mentorship program, such as the incentive for academic success, the inclusion of active goal setting, and the regular self-reflection sessions, may have been beneficial to the peer mentor, but uninformative or possibly detrimental to the peer mentee.
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